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Due to work-to-rule being in place at the beginning of the year, the professional learning workshops had a 

delayed start.  However, on November 24th the first workshop was held after the school day with Karla 

Whiteside delivering an overview of the new Health & Physical Education Curriculum.  She dispelled many 

public assumptions about the new document.  Nine occasional teachers were present at this informative 

learning event. 

The holiday season and winter months passed before more workshops were scheduled due to seasonal events 

and unpredictable weather.  The learning resumed again on the evening of April 11 with an ETFO Presenters 

On The Road Workshop with Frank Spagnulolo.  His topic was Classroom Ideas: Tools For Success.  Twenty-six 

Bluewater Occasional Teachers benefited from his enthusiastic presentation which included a valuable take-

away resource with numerous practical ideas. 

On May 26th, Sylvia van Campen gave an all-day presentation called “Making Math Happen! Practical Math 

Strategies and Activities for the Daily Occasional Teacher”.  Twenty Bluewater Occasional Teachers were in 

attendance for this interactive and engaging day of instruction and sharing.  This was a paid day of learning for 

daily occasional teachers. 

The final professional learning event will take place on Tuesday, May 31 with Carole Churchchill from Service 

Canada sharing important details about Employment Insurance. 

It has been a great learning opportunity for me to organize the various workshop sessions for Bluewater 

Occasional Teachers.  Strong attendance and positive feedback indicated that teachers found the 

presentations beneficial to their teaching practice.  I have enjoyed fulfilling this role for the Bluewater 

Occasional Teacher Executive and I am grateful for the wonderful support provided by my fellow executive 

members; especially Amanda Anderson who carried out this role meticulously for several years previous to 

me.  She is a tough act to follow. Thank you everyone. Fellow teachers, I can assure you that the current 

executive has fantastic leadership and many fine accomplishments have been achieved throughout the year 

due to their efforts. 

 

Respectfully submitted by:  Lenora Bristow PL Officer Bluewater OT Local 

 

  

 

 


